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My husband, Robert Eugen Fürstenthal,1 was born in Vienna on 27 June 1920, into a 
Jewish family. He showed an early love for music and for playing the piano. He was a 
frequent week-end guest in the home of Françoise, his first cousin and his first love 
(me). There he accompanied my father, who had a beautiful tenor voice and loved to 
sing, mainly Schubert songs. At that time, Robert also composed a few songs, some 
to his own poetry. They were mostly simple love-songs, some dedicated to me. 

Robert left Vienna in 1939 – without his family, because an un-hoped-for 
opportunity had presented itself. A distant relative of ours, who was living in 
England and whom no one within our close family knew, was aware of the mortal 
danger in which the Jews of Vienna lived after Hitler had marched into Austria. This 
good-hearted relative furnished Robert with an affidavit to go to America and also 
provided a temporary visa to England to wait there for his journey to the USA – 
waiting in Vienna would have been too dangerous.

Robert arrived in New York in October 1940; The Jewish Agency asked him 
where he wanted to settle, and he chose San Francisco. From there he was able to 
help his mother to join him, but the Nazis got to his father first, and that wonderful 
man, whom I loved dearly, perished in a concentration camp.

Once in America, Robert joined the US Army (1942–45), serving in the 
intelligence division in Europe to interrogate German prisoners-of-war. After his 
return to the US, he married Jane Alexander, an American girl (not Jewish), and they 
settled in San Francisco. They had a son, Joseph. 

Back in civilian life Robert entered the civil service as an accountant and rapidly 
ascended  the professional ladder. But his marriage turned sour. He sought solace 
1 He dropped the umlaut on his arrival in the United States but resurrected it for his dealings with Austria.
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in the arms of other women, but none seemed to be compatible enough to try another 
union.

Robert eventually discovered that I, his first love, might be the answer to his 
unhappy situation. He found out that I was living in Boston, phoned me and learned 
that, although I was married, I had not lived with my husband for the last six years. 
He had last been in contact with me, by mail, in 1939. I was then in Switzerland and 
he proposed that we get married by proxy, I at the American Consulate in Zurich and 
he at the Consulate in London. But I never received that letter: the Swiss, always very 
proficient, had sent it back to him, many months later. He showed it to me when we 
finally got back together again, in 1973, and we mused what turns our lives might have 
taken, had I received that letter at the time it had been sent.

One of the first questions I asked was whether he was still composing music. There 
followed a long silence, and then came the answer: ‘No!’. Robert had not written a single 
song or any kind of music since he had left Vienna. Knowing how much music meant to 
him, I was devastated. From that phone call on, Robert, who still lived in San Francisco, 
wrote me long letters every single day: he had to catch up on what had happened during 
35 years of separation. In addition, he called me on the phone every single evening.

After a few weeks of getting re-acquainted by correspondence and phone 
conversations, Robert asked me to remain on the line and listen. He had composed 
his first song since our separation and he played it for me on the piano while I listened 
on the telephone. I was unspeakably happy. I had always believed – although his first 
compositions were simple and amateurish – that he was gifted.

When we finally re-met in person – Robert found an excuse to go to Boston ‘on 
business’ – we discovered that the old flame was readily rekindled, and we got married 
in November 1974.

A re-shuffle at the Naval Audit Service, where Robert had worked for about 30 years 
in San Francisco, necessitated that we relocate to San Diego, where Robert became head 
of the office. Once installed there, Robert used every free minute, evenings and week-
ends, to compose. His endeavours really went into high gear, as he discovered the poetic 
treasures of Rilke, Eichendorff, Weinheber, Hofmannsthal, Bethge and many others. But 
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only poetry in the German language seemed to inspire him – until his later years, when 
he discovered the poetry of James Joyce and of William Butler Yeats.

Robert worked at the Naval Audit Service until his retirement in 1985. From then 
on, he composed full time and his output grew considerably. His work comprises about 
forty chamber works, among them sonatas for violin and piano, cello and piano, flute 
and piano, oboe and piano, clarinet (or viola) and piano, a sonata for two pianos, a string 
quartet, two string trios  and about 160 songs and vocal pieces, including two works 
for choir and string orchestra. And a first album of his songs was released by Toccata 
Classics in 2016,2 just weeks after Robert’s death, from congestive heart failure, on 16 
November. He was 96. The last words he said while he was still lucid were: ‘I am happy 
to have you by my side’. Although he didn’t live long enough to hold the CD in his hands, 
he was sent a copy of the master and so was able to hear that first-ever recording of his 
music and take pleasure in it. 

Some of the songs were performed in the USA, in California and in New York, to 
enthusiastic audiences. In 1975 there was a performance of Robert’s songs to poems 
by Joseph Weinheber, at the occasion of a Weinheber memorial, in the Palais Palffy in 
Vienna. The audience went ballistic! But the ‘music world’ as it were, at least here in 
California, is enamoured of newer stuff, less melodic, original for the sake of originality, 
without soul – or so it seemed to Robert. 

We were often asked to explain what inspired each individual work; in the case of 
songs, the answer is simple: the poetry. What inspired his instrumental works, Robert 
did not know. As you will hear, his style is avowedly and proudly late-Romantic, for 
which he made no apology. It seemed to us that there is still room for it in this world.

An Autobiographical Addendum
Now Françoise Farron-Furstenthal, I was born Franziska Trinczer on 19 September 
1923 in Vienna. When Hitler marched into Austria, I was fifteen years old and attending 
the Realgymnasium in the Albertgasse. I was able to find refuge in Switzerland with my 

2  Performed by the baritone Rafael Fingerlos and pianist Sascha El Moissi on Toccata Classics tocc 0354.
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mother in 1939. I wanted to go to Palestine into a kibbutz and help build the country, 
but my mother would not let me go.

As soon as I was able to emigrate to America, in 1956, I worked during the day 
and attended night college in the town of White Plains, New York, was accepted to 
Berkeley in 1960, and obtained my Ph.D. in biochemistry from New York University in 
1969. After a post-doctoral stay at the Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule (ETH) 
in Zurich, from 1969 to 1970, I joined Harvard Medical School Faculty as an Assistant 
Professor for Research. When Robert got in touch with me after 35 years of separation 
and re-ignited the old flame, I left Harvard to get married to Robert and share his life 
from then until death us did part.
As well as being the wife of Robert Furstenthal, Françoise Farron-Furstenthal was, until her retirement, 
Associate Professor for Research at the Salk Institute in La Jolla, California, where her chief interest 
was, and still is, the mechanism of gene expression in the development of the embryo. She recently 
moved back to Vienna.

More Robert Fürstenthal on Toccata Classics

tocc 0354
tocc 0519

tocc 0542
tocc 0577

‘Furstenthal’s music isn’t derivative. 
It’s just using a language that’s no 
longer spoken. […] Furstenthal has 
a gift for melody and uses his motivic 
materials effectively. [...] Furstenthal 
was a composer with something to 
say. Though it was long delayed, I’m 
glad Toccata Classics gave him the 
opportunity to be heard.’
 –Ralph Graves, WTJU
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Robert Fürstenthal’s songs and chamber music started to emerge again from the 
moment he and Françoise re-established contact. His only ‘teachers’ were the 
scores of his favourite composers, the most important of whom was Hugo Wolf. 
In retrospect, the 160 songs and some forty chamber works that resulted from 
this period represented a learning curve. He composed for himself and Françoise, 
with the hope of an occasional performance by friends and acquaintances. He was 
always happy to supply the piano accompaniment. Since he performed his works 
himself, much of the surviving material lacks detailed instructions regarding tempo, 
articulation and expression. To the composer, such issues seemed self-evident; to 
performers, ambiguity has more often been the result. 

When I asked Fürsthenthal why he chose in the final quarter of the twentieth 
century to compose in the style of the late nineteenth, he answered that composing 
transported him back to Vienna (‘Wann ich komponiere, bin ich wieder in Wien’). 
Nevertheless, such wilful disregard for style and period confronts the listener with 
a certain degree of disjunction, as well as questions of aesthetics and, indeed, ethics. 
If Fürstenthal’s works were only exquisitely well crafted, it would be easy to dismiss 
them as derivative. Hollywood itself can offer any number of skilful composers 
and arrangers who can rattle off works in the style of any composer required. Yet 
Fürstenthal offers much more than craftsmanship and much that is highly individual, 
defying one-to-one comparisons with any of his nineteenth-century templates. In the 
intolerant days of high serialism in the 1950s, ’60s and ’70s, some music-historians 
used to argue that such defiantly conservative works are ‘the musical language of the 
perpetrator’ – by which is meant music that the Nazis would have accepted had the 
composer not been Jewish. The argument was used against a number of composers 

‘WHEN I COMPOSE, I AM BACK IN VIENNA’
by Michael Haas
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who were banned by the Nazis under their Nuremberg race laws and yet who eschewed 
twelve-tone composition and atonality. It is made worse in the case of Fürstenthal 
because of his frequent settings of the poems of Josef Weinheber, an Austrian poet who 
held unapologetic Nazi sympathies. Yet such arguments imply that the only acceptable 
music composed by victims must represent the antithesis of a so-called Nazi aesthetic, 
meaning aggressive atonality (considered ‘un-German’ by Nazi dogmatists), or replace 
diatonic tonality with synagogue or shtetl folkloric modes – a narrow-minded outlook 
which swaps one form of intolerance for another. For most composers banned by the 
race laws, their natural voice had been commandeered by the Nazis in an aggressive 
attempt to deprive them of any sense of Austro-German cultural identity. Why, one 
could argue, should they compose the way a Nazi believed a Jew should compose? An 
analysis of Fürstenthal’s music would have to ignore all the norms of time and place, 
as well as those of identity. Indeed, if anything, Fürstenthal is defiant in his assertion 
of identity with the very deepest aspects of Austrian culture – a culture he valued only 
from a pre-Hitler vantage point, even going so far as to see Weinheber as an exponent 
of a nobler age. When I asked why he set Weinheber, his answer was straightforward: he 
heard music upon when reading the words. 

As such, Fürstenthal’s music may be understood as a personal immigration into his 
own, better world where bad things had yet to happen. Although his music grows out 
of persecution and exile, he is unable to produce a howl of outrage, preferring gentler 
reverie to a nobler place where world wars and anti-Semitism weren’t allowed to shape 
destiny. Such works may flummox the musicologist; and yet to the social archaeologist 
pondering the effects of cultural dislocation, they ask a multitude of questions. 
Paradoxically, despite being music of sensitivity and warmth, it’s no less a product of 
anger and loss – and a gently dignified response to barbarity.

Michael Haas is Senior Researcher at the exil.arte Zentrum at the Universität für Musik und 
darstellende Kunst in Vienna. He is the author of Forbidden Music: The Jewish Composers Banned 
by the Nazis (Yale University Press, Yale and London, 2013), as well as having been the initiator and 
producer of the ‘Entartete Musik’ series of recordings released by Decca. He was also formerly Music 
Curator at the Jewish Museum in Vienna. His blog can be found at https://forbiddenmusic.org/.
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Although the music on this recording recalls music from the waning years of the 
nineteenth century or the opening of the twentieth, it would be useful to match 
the works here to the composer’s own biographical stations. Françoise Farron-
Fürstenthal has concluded that, unfortunately, ‘putting Robert’s works in any realistic 
time sequence is a futile undertaking, nay, impossible! I have the originals, and the 
opus numbers make no sense at all, even in Robert’s own handwriting’.1 She went on 
to explain that Fürstenthal’s Vienna output culminates in Op. 90, and yet one of the 
earliest works he composed in San Francisco was numbered Op. 72. All the pieces in 
this album have lower opus numbers than that and yet there seems to be little doubt 
that they were composed sometime between the end of the Second World War and 
2009.2 In the absence of more specific signposts, the listener might regard these works 
as generic postcards from 1890s Vienna or, as Martin Anderson has called them, ‘an 
exercise in time-travel’.3 For John Lenehan, who curated and recorded three Toccata 
Classics albums of Fürstenthal’s chamber music, ‘To be presented with a large body 
of work, all of which [was] unfamiliar to us, was both exciting and daunting. We soon 
discovered music which touched us in its honesty and integrity, harking back to a 
world long gone but forever present in this composer’s imagination’.4 

Beginning in 1990, as he entered into the last third of his life, Fürstenthal 
amended his earlier concentration on songs by adding a slew of instrumental pieces 

1 E-mail dated 24 March 2019. 
2 ‘Works by Robert Fürstenthal’ (exilarte.at/editor/ausgabe_composer.php?id_composer=21).
3 E-mail dated 15 March 2019.
4 E-mail dated 27 March 2019. The albums in question were released as tocc 0519, tocc 0542 and tocc 0577.

POSTCARDS FROM THE PAST: 
ROBERT FÜRSTENTHAL’S PIANO SONATAS  
AND CHORAL MUSIC
by William Melton
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to his canon – what the composer wanted to say in poetry had now expanded into form. 
The resultant new wing of his collected works would include more than fifteen sonatas 
in eleven different instrumental constellations, and Fürstenthal’s contribution to its most 
basic genre was the weighty Piano Sonata in F major, Op. 54. The slow introduction 
of Grave – Allegro con spirito 1 , in 3

4 metre, begins ff in right-hand octaves, briefly 
touching on F minor but then dissolving into chromaticism before a fermata close on a  
C major seventh chord. The latter acts as a formal dominant to the key of F major 
at Allegro con spirito, where the questing main theme launches with a dotted quaver 
and subsides in a demisemiquaver gruppetto. The high degree of dissonance and the 
insertion of odd 44 bars keep the exposition from sitting too comfortably in the tonic key. 
A gently rocking section in 68 and C minor serves as a contrast in mp, after which the main 
theme is reintroduced in D minor before a brief reference to the second theme closes 
the exposition in F major. The lengthy development uses both earlier themes, moving in 
improvisatory, modulating spheres before diminution into running semiquavers gives 
way to another C major seventh fermata chord. This last resolves into the recapitulation 
of the main theme, but its appearance provides only twelve bars of F major before a 
flurry of demisemiquavers diminuendo to pp and the close of the movement. 

The second movement, marked Allegro assai 2 , serves as a scherzo, and begins with 
a swift staccato tattoo in quavers and A minor. The theme is repeated in various keys  
(a delicious dolce variant in D flat major verges on Viennese dance music) before a 
Meno mosso acting as a trio section yields a poignant waltz in G major of only 30 bars.  
Tempo I brings back the tattoo of the opening scherzo, soon gravitating to C minor, as 
the movement is rounded off ff in the fresh key of C major. 

An Adagio 3  starts (4
4) solidly in D flat major in the bass, but the right hand is 

touched with Schoenbergian expressionism. A contrast in 2
4 metre introduces triplet 

semiquavers that continue through a return to the opening, integrating occasional 
dissonances into the whole, forte. The song-form reappearance of the opening key does 
not transpire until quite late, since a stable D flat foundation (in open fifths) is reached 
only in the very last bar, pp. The whirling finale in 68, Vivace 4 , features bold Brahmsian 
fanfares in A minor strewn over long stretches in rhapsodic manner. The same motto 
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appears continually, in both subtle (a yearning return in B minor) and bold fashion 
(the startling major-third juxtaposition of D minor to F sharp major). A Meno mosso in  
E flat major offers a more tender treatment of the material before it snaps back to a brisk 
G major at Tempo I. The last page propels the shortened motto in increasing chromatic 
directions before a crescendo with syncopations leads to the fortissimo F major close.

Saint Francis of Assisi’s The Canticle of the Sun was written c. 1224 in Umbrian 
dialect and is thus among the first works of literature produced in Italian, as opposed to 
Latin. The intense freshness with which the author viewed the world was sagely detailed 
by G. K. Chesterton:

The phrase about his brotherhood with the sun and moon, and with the water and the fire, 
occurs of course in his famous poem called the Canticle of the Creatures or the Canticle 
of the Sun. He sang it wandering in the meadows in the sunnier season of his own career, 
when he was pouring upwards into the sky all the passions of a poet. It is a supremely 
characteristic work, and much of St. Francis could be reconstructed from that work alone. 
Though in some ways the thing is as simple and straightforward as a ballad, there is a 
delicate instinct of differentiation in it. Notice, for instance, the sense of sex in inanimate 
things, which goes far beyond the arbitrary genders of a grammar. It was not for nothing 
that he called fire his brother, fierce and gay and strong, and water his sister, pure and clear 
and inviolate. Remember that St. Francis was neither encumbered nor assisted by all that 
Greek and Roman polytheism turned into allegory, which has been to European poetry 
often an inspiration, too often a convention. Whether he gained or lost by his contempt 
of learning, it never occurred to him to connect Neptune and the nymphs with the water 
or Vulcan and the Cyclops with the flame. This point exactly illustrates what has already 
been suggested; that, so far from being a revival of paganism, the Franciscan renascence 
was a sort of fresh start and first awakening after a forgetfulness of paganism. Certainly it 
is responsible for a certain freshness in the thing itself. Anyhow St. Francis was, as it were, 
the founder of a new folk-lore; but he could distinguish his mermaids from his mermen 
and his witches from his wizards. In short, he had to make his own mythology; but he 
knew at a glance the goddesses from the gods. This fanciful instinct for the sexes is not the 
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only example of an imaginative instinct of the kind. There is just the same quaint felicity in 
the fact that he singles out the sun with a slightly more courtly title besides that of brother; 
a phrase that one king might use of another, corresponding to ‘Monsieur notre frère’. It is 
like a faint half ironic shadow of the shining primacy that it had held in the pagan heavens. 
A bishop is said to have complained of a Nonconformist saying Paul instead of Saint Paul; 
and to have added, ‘He might at least have called him Mr. Paul’. So St. Francis is free of all 
obligation to cry out in praise or terror on the Lord God Apollo, but in his new nursery 
heavens, he salutes him as Mr. Sun. Those are the things in which he has a sort of inspired 
infancy, only to be paralleled in nursery tales.5  
The exact date when Robert Fürstenthal composed Der Sonnengesang des Heiligen 

Franz von Assisi, Op. 29, which was never performed during the composer’s lifetime, 
is not known. Still, the universality of the text had spoken to composers since the late-
Romantic era, and settings of the Canticle, ranging from songs for voice and piano 
to orchestral cantatas, had been made by Franz Liszt, Engelbert Humperdinck, Amy 
Beach, Hermann Suter, Leo Sowerby, Carl Orff, William Walton and Sofia Gubaidulina. 
Fürstenthal added the richness of a string quartet to supplement solo voices, chorus and 
piano. 

In the introductory movement I. ‘Altissimu onnipotente’: Tranquillo – Maestoso 5 ,  
the string quartet sets the pious mood, tranquillo and piano in C sharp minor. A solo 
tenor enters with a recitative-like intonation of ‘Altissimu onnipotente bon signore’ 
(‘Most High, all powerful, good Lord’) in old Italian. The simple melody in E major 
at bar 15 underlines the humble entreaty of the text: no man is worthy of mentioning 
the creator’s name, and yet all praise is due to Him. Four bars of ppp female soloists 
preface the ff entrance of the mixed chorus and piano at Maestoso, in a stolid chorale-
like movement in E flat minor. The choral, or community, response to the more intimate 
soloist that preceded it is set in a German translation of the same text. The distinction of 
soloist/chorus, intimate/public and Italian/German is continued throughout the work. 
This introductory movement uses beseeching, Bach-like choral phrases, an a cappella 

5 St. Francis of Assisi, Hodder and Stoughton, London, 1923, pp. 103–5.
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spotlight on the text ‘gebühren sie’ (‘do they [the praises] belong’) and even a fugal 
setting of ‘und kein Mensch ist würdig, zu nennen Dich’ (‘and no man is worthy to 
mention Your name’). The conclusion comes with a repeat of ‘Höchster, allmächtiger’ 
in a confident fortissimo statement, tutti Maestoso in F major, which fades to a more 
modest piano in the last two bars.

II. ‘Tucte le tue creature’: Semplice – Dolce 6  begins a procession of middle 
movements that praise the creator through his creations, starting with Sister/Brother 
Sun. ‘Laudatu si’, mi’ signore’ is the soprano’s undulating lament in E minor, accompanied 
mp by the piano, which is answered by a more optimistic chorus (again in German) 
in mf at Dolce, supplemented by the string quartet. Here Fürstenthal’s knowledge of 
liturgical norms (largely applied to the chorus) merges with his own stylistic preference, 
the tonal stretching of fin-de-siècle Vienna, to create a beguiling fusion. All of the 
successive key-centres (F sharp, F and a final F sharp at Incantevole) pivot continually 
from major to minor. With the frequent chromatic sidesteps in the melodic lines, the 
listener is presented with a bittersweet, constantly changing harmonic texture. There is 
also an attractive solo-quartet appearance led by the contralto. The movement ends with 
repeated fortissimo cries of ‘Höchster’, still in unstable major-minor mode but settling 
into F sharp major in the last four bars. 

Solo bass and piano praise the creator of Sister/Brother Moon in III. ‘Laudato si’, mi’ 
signore’: Cantabile 7  with declarative mp phrases, in common time and A flat major. 
This key remains as chorus and string quartet contribute a sonorous forte interlude in 34 
on ‘Gelobt seist Du, mein Herr’ (‘Praise be to You, my Lord’). The movement closes with 
an intense duet with solo contralto and tenor over a piano accompaniment, which ends 
on a decrescendo, yet again in A flat major. 

In IV. ‘Frate ventu’: Giocoso – Con moto 8 , the string quartet begins legato in  
C major (3

2), the cello leading with rising quavers and semiquavers. The solo soprano 
gives thanks for Brother Wind in D major, before a Con moto ushers in choral entries 
in F sharp major. The contrapuntal dispersion of the voices symbolise ‘the air, cloudy 
and serene, and every kind of weather’ – in contrast, the forte exclamation ‘Gelobt seist 
Du’ that follows in F major is emphatically homophonic. After an a cappella reprise 
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of the ‘Gelobt’ text, piano and then string quartet furnish the short coda that ends the 
movement in F sharp major.

Solo piano provides a twenty-bar prelude to V. ‘Sor aqua’: Grazioso – Animato 9  
that opens in C major (3

4) but undergoes modulatory changes before the solo contralto 
begins her praise of Sister Water. A stable E major arrives at Animato, but in place of the 
hitherto expected chorus entry, the contralto continues in an arioso with the German 
text. The focus on what St Francis saw as the feminine aspects of water, ‘nützlich ist sie 
und demütig und köstlich und keusch’ (‘useful and humble and precious and chaste’), 
is doubtless the reason for the gentler musical treatment, which persists through to the 
last bar, in E major. 

There is naturally more agitation in VI. ‘Frate focu’: Agitato – Grave 10 , and viola and 
piano begin the paean to Brother Fire in C minor (3

4), quickly joined by tenor solo and 
cello, and there is a move to A flat major at Cantabile. The mixed chorus enters a cappella 
at Grave (in C major and common time) and the text changes to German, but soon 
afterwards is a tutti ff at the words ‘Bruder Feuer’ (appropriately marked Con fuoco).  
Saint Francis’ masculine attributes of fire, ‘schön ist er und fröhlich, gewaltig und 
stark’ (‘he is beautiful and playful and robust and strong’), are given at A Tempo (      2  1 8 in  
C major), reiterated at Dolce with a more solid tonal foundation and finishing 
rallentando, pp. 

An Intermezzo: Andante 11  of only nineteen bars is played by the string quartet over 
a B minor tattoo in the cello, con sordino. The doleful threnody changes key to B major 
and ends the Intermezzo more hopefully, the cello still marking its rhythmic ostinato as 
the sound dies (perdendosi) to the last bar.

Mother Earth is the subject of VII. ‘Matre terra’: Amabile – Gioioso 12 , which begins 
sweetly in the strings, no longer muted, but piano and sempre legato in E major. Solo 
soprano delivers the Italian text in antique arioso fashion, but at Gioioso the piano enters 
solo with a quickened tempo in D major. A trio of contralto, tenor and soprano soloists 
cheerfully extols the virtues of ‘Mutter Erde, die uns ernährt und erhält vielfältige Frucht’ 
(‘Mother Earth, who sustains us and governs us and who produces varied fruits’) before 
finishing poco rallentando, pp in D major. 
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VIII. ‘Quilli ke perdonano’: Piacevolo – Con forza 13 , which opens in C sharp minor 
in the strings in common time, is devoted to those who sacrifice out of their love for 
the creator. The opening Italian text is sung by the contralto in halting phrases. At Con 
forza the piano (fff) and chorus (ff) imbue ‘Gelobt seist Du’ with resounding power, 
then diminish to mf at Dolce for ‘jene, die aus Liebe zu Dir vergeben’ (‘those who give 
pardon for Your love’). The words ‘Schwäche tragen und Trübsal’ (‘bear infirmity and 
tribulation’) are entrusted to male voices and ‘Selig, die harren in Frieden’ (‘Blessed 
are those who endure in peace’) to female voices. The reward of those who sacrifice is 
revealed by the entire chorus and ensemble, still in C sharp minor, at ‘Du, Höchster, 
wird sie einst krönen’ (‘by You, Most High, they shall be crowned’), and the final four 
bars of decrescendo are left to solo piano. 

In IX. ‘Morte corporale’: Quasi una marcia funebre – Lento, con molta espressione – 
Con forza 14 , the funeral march of the title is initiated by sombre repeated rhythms in 
the cello, piano in common time and D minor. First the viola and then the violins join 
as the music swells, and the bass soloist enters at Lento with the piano to praise the 
creator for ‘sora nostra morte corporale’ (‘our Sister Bodily Death’). After diminuendo 
to a pp B minor fermata held chord and subsequent Grand Pause, the German iteration 
of the text begins ff at Con forza, supported by strings and piano. The male voices 
give praise, answered by each choral voice contrapuntally ‘für unseren Bruder, den 
leiblichen Tod’ (‘for our Brother Bodily Death’), before another halt at a fermata chord 
on G major. The text resumes with ‘ihm kann kein Mensch lebendig entrinnen’ (‘from 
whom no living man can escape’) in crescendo to ff and a fermata held G octave, with 
D, the open fifth. Bass, alto, tenor and soprano soloists enter in succession to mourn 
‘Weh denen, die in Sünde sterben’ (‘Woe to those who die in mortal sin’) in A minor. 
An interlude with cello and piano in A major leads to tutti ensemble in E major at 
Dolce, with female voices promising the beatitude ‘Doch selig, die er findet in deinem 
heiligsten Willen’ (‘Blessed are those who will find Your most holy will’). The last three 
bars of strings and piano decrescendo to pp in E major, but not before the entire chorus 
concludes with the assurance that ‘der zweite Tod, tut ihnen kein Leides’ (‘the second 
death shall do them no harm’). 
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In the finale, X. ‘Laudate e benedicte’: Summa di sapienza – Allegretto 15 , the solo 
contralto presents the simple melodic Italian praises and blessings to the creator, 
mp, dolce e legato in D flat major (3

4), ending with ‘et rengratiate et servite a lui cum 
grande humilitate’ (‘and give Him thanks and serve Him with great humility’). Directly 
afterwards, forte chorus supported by tutti ensemble offers ‘Lobet und preist meinen 
Herrn’ (‘Praise and bless my Lord’) in semibreves, after which piano and cello accompany 
the solo tenor before a choral repeat of the entire text in F major. That key remains as 
the piece subsides in its serene ending, molto rallentando and pp, after the phrase ‘danket 
und dienet Ihm in tiefer Demut’ (‘give Him thanks and serve Him with deep humility’).

Though not in widespread practice, sonatas in one movement have existed since 
Scarlatti and include works by the likes of Liszt, Skryabin, Berg, Medtner, Prokofiev 
and Shostakovich. Rarer still are those one-movement sonatas that clock in at under five 
minutes in length, like Fürstenthal’s Sonata for Piano, Four Hands, Op. 58 16 . Unlike 
most of his works, this piece is firmly dated 2009, and so is one of his last essays in sonata 
form. After nearly two decades of producing sonata-form creations, here the winnowing 
of the form involves a conscious compacting of scope, a profound miniaturisation. The 
work begins Allegro moderato in F minor (6

8), with a short, dotted theme in octaves 
exchanged by both players. This brief motto allows considerable possibilities of 
expansion, and is used throughout the movement across very different keys, dynamics 
and metres. The same material spills over to new episodes, to one notated key-change 
to F sharp minor (which may serve on behalf of a scherzo) and another in D flat major 
and 3

4 (in lieu of a slow movement). A ‘Finale’ at the last return of 6
8 adds yet more 

chromaticism and heightened dynamics before closing with accented G sharp octaves 
(John Lenehan has noted Fürstenthal’s ‘sonatas that start in one key and end somewhere 
entirely different!’6). As all of the above action is contained within a mere 119 bars, 
Fürstenthal’s Sonata, Op. 58, could appear on four-hands programmes as an effective 
and innovative encore.

6  E-mail dated 27 March 2019.
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Erik Levi posed the question of whether Robert Fürstenthal’s compositions were 
not ‘original contributions to the genre rather than effective exercises in pastiche?’.7 
Fürstenthal possessed a talent that might be compared to that of a fine sketch artist, 
whereas his great models, like Schubert, Hugo Wolf, Brahms and his better followers, 
such as Jenner, Herzogenberg and Thieriot, were painting in oils. In musical terms, in 
addition to their lyrical gifts they had a sense for the developmental that went deeper 
than Fürstenthal’s deft but small-scale efforts; the older masters conceived their themes 
with development already in mind. Still, Fürstenthal does his listeners the service of 
remembering what Michael Haas called Vienna’s ‘feverish mixture of Slavic delirium, 
Latin passion and Teutonic understated beauty’,8 and he did it generously, in varied 
instrumental configurations. His talent sufficed to present a gift from one era to another, 
and for all such unexpected gifts one should be grateful. 

Composer and music will have travelled full circle if contemporary Viennese 
journalists are given the last word. Renate Wagner, in the Online Merker, wondered 
‘whether Fürstenthal will ever properly be “discovered” (because most of the works 
were produced in his last few decades in the U.S., so they are not forgotten, but 
simply unknown)’.9 Edwin Baumgartner, in the Wiener Zeitung, was more emphatic: 
‘Fürstenthal may have been a hobby composer – but what a Master!’.10

William Melton is the author of Humperdinck: A Life of the Composer of Hänsel und Gretel (Toccata 
Press, London, 2020) and The Wagner Tuba: A History (edition ebenos, Aachen, 2008), and was a 
contributor to The Cambridge Wagner Encyclopedia (2013). He did postgraduate studies in music 
history at the University of California at Los Angeles before a four-decade career as a horn-player with 
the Sinfonie Orchester Aachen (Aix-la-Chapelle). Further writings include articles about lesser-known 
Romantics like Felix Draeseke, Friedrich Gernsheim, Henri Kling and Friedrich Klose, and he has 
researched and edited the scores of the ‘Forgotten Romantics’ series for the publisher edition ebenos. 
7 ‘An Engagement with the Past: Robert Fürstenthal’s Songs’, Robert Fürstenthal. Songs and Ballads of Life and Passing, Toccata 
Classics tocc 0354, p. 9.
8 ‘Exile, Identity and Music’, ibid., p. 5.
9 ‘Robert Fürstenthal: Lieder und Balladen vom Leben und Vergehen’, Online Merker, 13 February 2017 (onlinemerker.com/robert-
fuerstenthal-lieder-und-balladen-vom-leben-und-vergehen/).
10 ‘Nur ein Hobbykomponist?’, Wiener Zeitung, 18 January 2017 (wienerzeitung.at/nachrichten/kultur/klassik/ein-schall-fuer-
zwei/868678-Nur-ein-Hobbykomponist.html). 
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Philippa Hyde began her singing studies with Ann 
Lampard, MBE, and continued under the tuition of the 
late tenor David Johnston and Yvonne Minton, CBE, at the 
Royal Academy of Music. She graduated with the coveted 
Dip. RAM in 1993. In 2001 she was awarded the ARAM, 
an honour granted to past students of the Academy who 
have achieved distinction in their profession.

Her busy and varied concert, oratorio and operatic 
career has taken her all over the world, from Helsinki to 
Beijing, as well as to many of the major concert venues 
and festivals of Europe. She has performed regularly with 
The Academy of Ancient Music, the Orchestra of the Age 
of Enlightenment, The Parley of Instruments, Canzona 
and the Harmonious Society of Tickle Fiddle Gentlemen, 
as well as with her own period-instrument ensemble, The 
Musicke Companye.

Memorable moments of her career to date include performing Dido and Aeneas while 
operating a sizable puppet in the Queen Elizabeth Hall, performing the same work (without 
puppets) in the Roman amphitheatre at Sabratha in Libya, and attempting a song recital during 
a thunderstorm in New Delhi, as well as singing in such extraordinary venues as the chapel of 
Versailles and the throne room in the Rosenborg Palace in Copenhagen. She loves the personal 
and musical interactions that her career enables her to experience, whether singing alongside 
choirs throughout the UK, or collaborating with Baroque ensembles in other countries, most 
notably in Poland.

She is an experienced recording artist. Most recently, she performed the role of Adonis in 
the first recording of Pepusch’s Venus and Adonis with the Harmonious Society of Tickle Fiddle 
Gentlemen, which won the 2016 Opera Award of the Preis der deutschen Schallplatten Kritik 
in Germany. It is released on the Ramee label.
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Emma Roberts attends the Royal College of Music (RCM) 
International Opera Studio. A Stephen Catto Memorial 
scholar, she is supported by the Countess of Munster Trust 
and the Josephine Baker Trust and in 2021 was awarded the 
Mendelssohn Boise Scholarship. She studies with the bass 
Brindley Sherratt and song-coach Simon Lepper. She has a 
2:1 Bachelor of Music degree from Manchester University 
and a Masters degree in Vocal Performance with Distinction 
from the RCM.

A finalist in the 2022 Kathleen Ferrier Awards, she 
was awarded two prizes – the Loveday Song Prize for 
Debussy’s Colloque sentimental and overall Second Prize. 
In March 2022 she won First Prize in the RCM Joan 
Chissell Schumann Competition.

Her recent performances include the role of Eduige 
in a concert performance of Rodelinda at Raynham Hall, 
curated by Michael Chance; Minsk Woman (in Jonathan 
Dove’s Flight/RCMIOS), Third Lady (Die Zauberflöte/RCM Opera Studio), Hänsel (Hänsel und 
Gretel, RCM), Orfeo (Gluck’s Orfeo ed Euridice/Barefoot Opera), Zanetto (Mascagni’s Zanetto/
Barefoot Opera), Eduige (Rodelinda/RCM Opera Studio), Lola (Cavalleria Rusticana/The 
Opera Makers) and Zita (Gianni Schicchi/Opera Shack). In RCM Opera Studio filmed scenes 
she sang Hermia in Britten’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Tolomeo in Handel’s Tolomeo, Hélène 
in Offenbach’s La belle Hélène and Nero in Monteverdi’s L’Incoronazione di Poppea. Concert 
highlights include appearing as a ‘Young Artist’ for Iain Burnside’s Ludlow English Song 
Weekend in 2021, the mezzo solo in Prokofiev’s Alexander Nevsky (RCM Symphony), Turnage’s 
dramatic song-cycle Twice through the Heart (RCM New Perspectives, Turnage residency), 
Verdi Requiem (Leith Hill Musical Festival), Mozart Requiem (West Barnes Singers), Bach’s 
Christmas Oratorio (Brighton Orpheus Choral Society) and Handel’s Messiah (Buckingham 
Choral Society). 
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Rory Carver is gaining a reputation as a vivid interpreter 
of opera, oratorio and song repertoire. He was a member 
of Les Arts Florissants’ young artist programme ‘Le 
Jardin des Voix’, a Garsington Opera Alvarez Young 
Artist, a competitor in the Wigmore Hall/Independent 
Opera International Song Competition and a finalist in 
the Oxford Lieder Young Artist Platform, following his 
postgraduate studies at the Royal College of Music as a 
Douglas and Hilda Simmonds scholar. He has worked 
closely with the conductors William Christie, Paul 
Agnew, John Eliot Gardiner and Lionel Meunier, on 
stages that included the Theater an der Wien, L’Opéra 
Royal at Versailles and the Teatro Real in Madrid. 

After performing the title role in Monteverdi’s 
L’Orfeo at the Brighton Early Music Festival, he set 
up the ensemble Dramma per Musica with gambist 
Harry Buckoke and theorbist Jonatan Bougt to explore 
early-seventeenth-century Italian monody and English cavalier songs. He recently made his 
recording debut as First Augur/Second Priest in John Eccles’ Semele with Cambridge Handel 
Opera Company and the Academy of Ancient Music. This coming season will see him perform 
two of Rameau’s title roles, Pygmalion and Castor. His recent engagements have included arias 
in Bach’s St John Passion for Oxford Bach Soloists, performances of Purcell’s King Arthur in 
Madrid, Barcelona and Lyon with Vox Luminis, and Mozart’s Requiem with the Trondheim 
Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Paul Agnew.

Felix Kemp is a Britten-Pears Young Artist and a Momentum Emerging Artist and was a finalist 
in the 2021 International Handel Singing Competition. His singing has been described as 
‘plangent’ (Gramophone), ‘stentorian’ (Opera Magazine) and ‘phrased with elegance’ (The Stage). 

He recently made his Welsh National Opera debut, creating the role of Adham in the world 
premiere of Will Todd’s Migrations, and will soon make his Royal Opera debut as a Flemish 
Deputy in Don Carlo. The companies with which he has worked include English National 
Opera, Grange Park Opera, English Touring Opera, British Youth Opera and the Longborough 
and Wexford festivals; his roles have included Eugene Onegin, Giove in Handel’s Giove in Argo, 
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Malatesta in Donizetti’s Don Pasquale, Masetto in Don 
Giovanni and Papageno in Die Zauberflöte.

On the concert platform, he has performed with 
ensembles that include the Britten Sinfonia, Royal 
Philharmonic Orchestra, Royal Scottish National 
Orchestra and the Israel Camerata Jerusalem; his 
repertoire includes the passions of Bach, Handel’s Messiah, 
Mendelssohn’s Elijah and the Requiems of Brahms, Mozart 
and Verdi. In recital, performances highlights include the 
ROH Crush Room and the Oxford Lieder and London 
Song festivals. In 2023 he will perform a new song-cycle, 
Shades of Night, written for him by Joseph Phibbs. 

Felix Kemp’s recordings include the roles of Juan in 
Joseph Phibbs’ Juliana (Resonus), Pierrot in Ethel Smyth’s 
Fête Galante (Retrospect) and The Herald in Stanford’s 
The Travelling Companion (Somm). Broadcasts include In Tune for BBC Radio 3. 
www.felixkemp.com

Ian Buckle maintains a varied freelance career as soloist, 
chamber musician, orchestral pianist and teacher. He is 
the artistic director of Pixels Ensemble, formed in 2016. He 
enjoys longstanding associations with the Royal Liverpool 
Philharmonic and the John Wilson Orchestra, appearing 
as soloist on numerous occasions, and has played 
concertos with the Royal Philharmonic, Opera North and 
Sinfonia Viva. He has been the pianist of Ensemble 10/10 
since its inception and regularly plays orchestral piano 
with the BBC Philharmonic. He frequently collaborates 
with poets and readers, most recently Andrew Motion, 
Roger McGough and Deryn Rees-Jones, in recitals of 
piano music and poetry, in Shropshire and Other Lads, a 
celebration of A. E. Housman, Anthem for Doomed Youth, 
a commemoration of the First World War, and Philip 
Larkin’s England.

Photograph: Eivind H
ansen
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His recordings include transcriptions for cello and piano with Jonathan Aasgaard; and 
sonatas by Mendelssohn, Montgeroult, Viotti and Weber with the violinist Sophie Rosa, recently 
released on Rubicon Classics. His live performance of Gershwin’s New York Rhapsody at the 
Royal Albert Hall features on Warner Classics’ The Best of the John Wilson Orchestra, and he 
and duo-partner Richard Casey are soloists in Saint-Saëns’ Carnival of the Animals with the 
RLPO and Vasily Petrenko (also on Warner Classics). 

Ian Buckle teaches at the University of Liverpool and is an examiner with ABRSM.
www.pixelsensemble.org

Richard Casey was born in Manchester in 1966 and 
started playing the piano at the age of seven. After 
graduating in Music and Modern Languages at St 
John’s College, Cambridge, he studied piano at the 
Royal Northern College of Music with Marjorie 
Clementi and Martin Roscoe, and later with Ronan 
O’Hora. In 1997 he won first prize in the British 
Contemporary Piano Competition, an achievement 
which attracted a series of solo engagements 
in the UK and abroad. Based in Manchester, 
Richard complements his solo career with a strong 
commitment to chamber music. He frequently gives 
two-piano concerts with his duo partner, Ian Buckle, 
specialising in repertoire from the twentieth and 21st 
centuries. Since 1994 he has been the pianist with the 
New Music Players and has performed frequently as 
a guest with the London Sinfonietta, Lontano and 
Ensemble 10/10. He has recorded the piano works 
of Anthony Burgess, Edward Cowie, Peter Maxwell Davies, Ed Hughes, Anthony Gilbert (with 
Ian Buckle), Paul Newland, Anthony Powers and Camden Reeves. He teaches at Manchester 
University.
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Born in Zambia in 1972, Stephen Muir gained B.Mus. and 
Ph.D. degrees from Birmingham University, specialising 
in singing and percussion at Birmingham Conservatoire, 
and studying conducting under George Hurst at the 
Canford Summer School Conducting Academy (now 
Sherborne). As Senior Lecturer (Associate Professor) 
in Music at the University of Leeds, his research focuses 
on choral repertoire and performance, nineteenth-
century Russian music and Jewish liturgical music in 
the diaspora, particularly southern Africa. From 2014 to 
2018 he was Principal Investigator for the £1.8m AHRC-
funded international research project ‘Performing the 
Jewish Archive’ (ptja.leeds.ac.uk), resulting in choral 
and orchestral performances in Sydney, Cape Town and 
Prague, and, closer to home, in the Wigmore Hall, and at 
the Holocaust Memorial Day Annual Commemoration of 
the UK Parliament. He has worked extensively in the UK 
as a singer, percussionist and conductor, including recordings and broadcasts for BBC Radio 
3 and Classic FM. With the Leeds Baroque Choir and Orchestra under the direction of Peter 
Holman, he has sung the role of Bach’s Evangelist on several occasions, and recently appeared 
alongside trumpeter Crispian Steele-Perkins as timpanist for the debut of the new hand-crafted 
kettle drums of Leeds Baroque. 

Borealis is a professional chamber choir based in the north of England, drawing membership from 
among the finest singers in or from the region. Its mission is to give performances of the highest 
quality, building audiences across northern England while also touring further afield and abroad. 
Alongside the standard choral repertoire, it aims to present ambitious and exciting programmes 
and similarly innovative recordings, often shedding light on music and composers who have not 
received the recognition they deserve. United as a single choir of sixteen to twenty singers, and 
directed by Bridget Budge and Stephen Muir, these voices combine to produce a uniquely rich yet 
agile sound, a perfect blend of youthful vibrancy built upon a solid bedrock of experience. Curated 
by Stephen Muir, Borealis’ current series of recording projects includes Hans Gál: Music for Voices 
(an outcome of his project ‘Performing the Jewish Archive’) for Toccata Classics.
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Founded in 2004 by its artistic director, Ben Crick, Skipton Camerata is the only professional 
orchestra in North Yorkshire. In 2006, it took on the name Skipton Building Society Camerata 
in recognition of the generous support it continues to receive from its major sponsor, Skipton 
Building Society. 

The core purpose of the Orchestra is the delivery of live classical music to a national 
standard in areas of limited provision across Yorkshire.  By removing barriers that prevent 
people from engaging with classical music, Skipton Camerata makes it possible for regional 
audiences to experience major artists and enjoy a rich musical repertoire. In addition to bringing 
the great masterpieces of the orchestral repertoire to the more remote areas of Yorkshire, the 
Camerata is passionate about introducing audiences to works and composers they may not 
otherwise discover, and it often commissions and premieres new works. Skipton Camerata now 
has a growing reputation across the North of England for delivering innovative and engaging 
performances. The outreach programme, particularly that aimed at young people, lies at the 
heart of its work, with its musicians frequently teaming up with schools and charities to offer 
workshops and concerts for children and students. 

The internationally acclaimed soloists who have appeared with the orchestra include 
Nicholas Daniel, Peter Donohoe, Dame Emma Kirkby, Tasmin Little, Jennifer Pike and Raphael 
Wallfisch. 

Skipton Camerata is the orchestra-in-residence at the newly refurbished Skipton Town Hall.

Borealis
Sopranos
Molly Cochrane
Hannah Peace (solo in 5 )
Nicki Sapiro (solo in 5 )
Sarah Wickham

Altos 
Ruth Aldred
Naomi Barker
Charlotte Nettleship
Connie Reif 
Alison West

Skipton Camerata
Violins
David Milsom
Helena Ruinard

Viola
Ellis Thompson

Cello
Douglas Badger

Tenors 
Martin Barry
Sam Hubbard
Christopher Trenholme
Patricia Yates

Basses
Alistair Donaghue
Andrew Tawn
Jonty Ward
Robert Webb
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Texts and Translations

Der Sonnengesang des Heiligen Franz von Assisi, Op. 29
5  Altissimu onnipotente – Höchster, allmächtiger

Altissimu onnipotente bon signore,
tue so’ le laude la gloria e l’honore et onne 

benedictione.
Ad te solo, altissimo, se konfàno,
et nullu homo ène dignu te mentovare.

Höchster, allmächtiger, guter Herr,
Dein sind das Lob, Dein ist der Ruhm, das Lob, 

die Ehre und alle Benedeiung: 
Dir, Höchster, nur gebühren sie,
und kein Mensch ist würdig, zu nennen Dich.
Höchster, allmächtiger Herr.

Most High, all powerful, good Lord, 
Yours are the praises, the glory, the honour, and 

all blessing. 
To You alone, Most High, do they belong, 
and no man is worthy to mention Your name. 

6  Tucte le tue creature – Allen Deinen 
Geschöpfen

Laudatu si’, mi’ signore, cun tucte le tue creature,
spetialmente messer lu frate sole,
lu quale lu iorno allumine per nui.
E ellu è bellu e radiante cum grande splendore,
de te, altissimu, por ta significatione.

Gelobt seist Du, mein Herr,
mit allen Deinen Geschöpfen,
vornehmlich mit der edlen Herrin Sonne,1 
die uns den Tag schenkt, durch ihr Licht
Und schön ist sie und strahlend im grossen Glanze:
Dein Sinnbild, Höchster.

Be praised, my Lord, through all your creatures, 
especially through my lord Brother Sun/noble 

Lady Sun 
who brings the day; and you give light through 

him/her. 
And he/she is beautiful and radiant in all his/

her splendour! 
Of you, Most High, he/she bears the likeness. 

1 The sun being masculine in Italian and feminine in German, the translation set by Fürstenthal preserves the difference.
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7  Sora luna – Bruder Mond
Laudato si’, mi’ signore, per sora luna e le stelle,
in celu l’ài formate clarite et pretiose et belle.

Gelobt seist Du, mein Herr, durch Bruder 
Mond2 und die Sterne;

am Himmel schufest Du sie, leuchtend und 
kostbar und schön.

Praised be You, my Lord, through Sister/Brother 
Moon and the stars, 

in heaven you formed them clear and precious 
and beautiful. 

8  Frate ventu – Bruder Wind
Laudato si’, mi’ signore, per frate vento,
et per aere et nubilo et sereno et onne tempo,
per le quale a le tue creature dai sustentamentu.

Gelobt seist Du, mein Herr, durch Bruder 
Wind und die Luft,

durch wolkig und heiter und jegliches Wetter, 
durch das du deinen Geschöpfen Gedeihen 

gibst.

Praised be You, my Lord, through Brother Wind, 
and through the air, cloudy and serene, 
and every kind of weather through which 
You give sustenance to Your creatures. 

Praised be You, my Lord, through Sister Water,
which is very useful and humble and precious 

and chaste. 

9  Sor aqua – Schwester Quelle
Laudato si’, mi’ signore, per sor’ aqua,
la quale è multo utile et humele e pretiosa e 

casta.

Gelobt seist Du, mein Herr, durch Schwester 
Quelle,

gar nützlich ist sie und demütig und köstlich 
und keusch.

2 Here, too, Italian has a feminine moon (la luna) and German a masculine one (der Mond).
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10  Frate focu – Bruder Feuer
Laudatu si’, mi’ signore, por frate focu,
per lu quale n’allumeni la nocte,
e ellu è bellu et iocondu et robustoso e forte.

Gelobt seist Du, mein Herr, durch Bruder 
Feuer,

durch den Du die Nacht erleuchtest;
und schön ist er und fröhlich, gewaltig und 

stark.

Praised be You, my Lord, through Brother Fire, 
through whom you light the night and he is 

beautiful 
and playful and robust and strong. 

12  Matre terra – Mutter Erde
Laudatu si’, mi’ signore, per sora nostra matre 

terra,
la quale ne sustenta et governa,
et produce diversi fructi con colorati flori e 

herba.

Gelobt seist Du, mein Herr, durch unsere 
Schwester, Mutter Erde,

die uns ernährt und erhält vielfältige Frucht, 
uns trägt und ernährt und bunte Blumen und 

Kräuter

Praised be You, my Lord, through Sister Mother 
Earth, 

who sustains us and governs us and who 
produces 

varied fruits with coloured flowers and herbs. 
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13  Quilli ke perdonano – Jene, die aus Liebe
Laudato si’, mi’ signore, per quilli ke 

perdonano per lo tuo amore,
et sostengo infirmitate e tribulatione.
Beati quelli ke le sosterrano in pace,
ka da te, altissimu, sirano incoronati.

Gelobt seist Du, mein Herr,
durch jene, die aus Liebe zu Dir vergeben
und Schwäche tragen und Trübsal.
Selig, die harren in Frieden,
Du, Höchster, wirst sie einst krönen.

Praised be You, my Lord, 
through those who give pardon for Your love, 
and bear infirmity and tribulation. 
Blessed are those who endure in peace 
for by You, Most High, they shall be crowned. 

14  Morte corporale – Leiblichen Tod
Laudato si’, mi’ signore, per sora nostra morte 

corporale,
da la quale nullu homo vivente po skampare:
Guai a quilli, ke morrano ne le peccata 

mortale:
beati quilli ke se trovarà ne le tue sanctissime 

voluntati,
ka la morte secunda non li potarà far male.

Gelobt seist du, mein Herr,
durch unseren Bruder, den leiblichen Tod;
ihm kann kein Mensch lebend entrinnen.
Weh denen, die in Sünde sterben.
Doch selig, die er findet in deinem heiligsten 

Willen,
der zweite Tod tut ihnen kein Leides.

Praised be You, my Lord, 
through our Sister Bodily Death, 
from whom no living man can escape. 
Woe to those who die in mortal sin. 
Blessed are those who will 
find Your most holy will, 
for the second death shall do them no harm. 
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15  Laudate e benedicte – Lobet und preist 
Laudate et benedicete mi’ signore,
et rengratiate et servite a lui cum grande 

humilitate.
Amen

Lobet und preist meinen Herrn
und danket und dienet Ihm in tiefer Demut.

Praise and bless my Lord, 
and give Him thanks and serve Him with great 

humility.

Recorded on 3 January 2021 in Clothworkers Centenary Concert Hall, University 
  of Leeds (piano sonatas) and on 24 and 25 July 2021 in Jubilee Hall, Wakefield Girls’  
  High School (Sonnengesang)
Engineer: Phil Hardman
Producer: Michael Ponder
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